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Threading dislocations (TDs) in germanium (Ge) crystals epitaxially grown on a patterned (001)-

silicon (Si) substrate are investigated using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) techniques.

Analysis of dislocations performed on the Ge crystals reveals 60� and edge TDs with Burgers

vector ~b ¼ 1
2
h110i. High-angle annular dark-field scanning TEM (HAADF-STEM) is used to

observe the core of the edge TDs at atomic scale. Pairs of TDs with ~b ¼ 1
2
h110i are present in the

material running parallel at small distances between them (0.5–1.5 nm). The observation of such

parallel dislocation pairs in Ge has not been documented before. The interaction between the edge

dislocation pairs is obtained experimentally from the high-resolution HAADF-STEM images

by applying geometrical phase analysis. The experimental strain maps are compared to analytical

calculations based on the anisotropic elastic theory demonstrating a good match between them.
VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4929422]

Dislocations are the most common defect found in

epitaxial heterostructures due to the lattice and thermal mis-

matches between the epitaxial layer and the substrate.

Threading dislocations (TDs) are the major source of defects

in heterostructures affecting the performance of devices

such as solar cells, light emitting diodes, transistors, and pho-

todetectors.1 Epitaxial Ge/Si heterostructures have been

extensively studied due to their excellent optoelectronic

properties.2 The Ge/Si system is, however, characterized by

a large lattice mismatch of 4.2% and contains a large thread-

ing dislocation density (>108 cm�2).3 These dislocations

affect the optoelectronic properties of the devices due to the

elastic distortions around the line direction causing deforma-

tion in the crystal lattice4 and acting as recombination-

regeneration centers.5 The onset of the plastic strain relaxa-

tion in out-of-equilibrium growth of Ge on (001)-Si has

recently been shown to be governed mainly by 60� misfit dis-

locations (MDs) spaced by atomic distances, while 90� MDs

appear to be in minority.6 60� TDs with Burgers vector ~b
¼ 1

2
h110i lying on {111} planes and TDs along the [001]

direction have also been found in 3-dimensional (3D) epitax-

ial Ge crystals.7–9 The TDs along the [001] direction have

been identified to have screw and edge character with

Burgers vectors ~b ¼ h001i and ~b ¼ 1
2
h110i, respectively.

Several methods have been used to reduce the threading dis-

location density9,10 in 3D Ge crystals in order to improve

their properties. Additionally, the strain fields around dislo-

cations in Ge films have been simulated with different dis-

locations models, such as isotropic11,12 and anisotropic

elastic theory,12 and Peierls-Nabarro and Foreman models,

and compared with the experimental results. For example,

the Peierls-Nabarro model was used to describe edge core

dislocations in Au12 and Ge,13 and the Foreman model in

a-Fe2O3/a-Al2O3
14 and Ge/Si.15

In the present work, a detailed TDs analysis was per-

formed on Ge crystals grown on Si patterned substrates using

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) techniques. Atomic

resolution images (high-angle annular dark-field scanning

TEM (HAADF-STEM)) were used to obtain the experimental

strain fields of two different pairs of parallel threading dislo-

cations using geometrical phase analysis (GPA). Simulation

of the strain fields was carried out using the anisotropic elas-

tic theory and compared to the experimental data.

The Ge crystals were grown on (001)-Si substrates pat-

terned in the form of tall pillars by Low Energy Plasma

Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (LEPECVD) with

growth temperature and rate of 550 �C and 4.2 nm/s, respec-

tively.10 The dimensions of the Si pillars were 5� 5 and

15� 15 lm2 with Ge heights ranging between 8 and 30 lm,

respectively. Figure 1 shows a scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) image of the Ge crystals grown along the [001] direc-

tion on a patterned Si substrate. The central part of the top

surface consists of the (001) facet, and close to the borders

{113} and {111} facets are formed.10 TEM cross sectional

samples were prepared by mechanical polishing, dimple

grinding, and ion milling using a Fishione ion miller model

1050 at 3 kV (Ar) to achieve electron transparency. Plan-

view samples for the HAADF-STEM analysis were prepared

using a focus ion beam (FEI Helios NanoLab 600i

DualBeam). The analysis of the dislocations was carried outa)Yadira.Arroyo@empa.ch
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using a Philips CM 30 microscope at 300 kV, and the identi-

fication was performed using ~g:~b ¼ 0 (invisibility criterion)

and two beams condition. The HAADF-STEM analysis was

performed using a double spherical aberration-corrected

JEOL JEM-ARM200F microscope operated at 200 kV. The

microscope was set up in STEM mode with a probe semicon-

vergent angle 25.3 mrad and the annular semidetection range

of the annular dark-field (DF) detector was calibrated at

68–280 mrad.

GPA16 is commonly applied to determine the local dis-

placement and strain fields around the dislocation cores from

atomic scale images. HRTEM12,17 and HAAD-STEM11

images were previously used to obtain displacement and

strain field maps. The artifacts related to thickness and defo-

cus effects in HRTEM are avoided by using High resolution

STEM (HRSTEM). However, STEM images often suffer

from distortions due to the line to line scanning errors which

can impact the analysis. Recently, strain field studies in Ge

have been reported for single dislocations,18,19 but not for

two parallel dislocation close to each other.

Simulations were performed using the pure straight edge

dislocations in the anisotropic media theory. The coordinate

system x1, x2, and x3 for a cubic crystal is given for the crystal-

lographic directions [100], [010], and [001], and the elastic

constants cij for the Ge are c11¼ 128.9 GPa, c12¼ 48.3 GPa,

and c44¼ 67.1 GPa.20 For the calculations, the dislocation line

was aligned parallel to the x3 axis and the x1, x2 axes were

rotated 45�; the transformed coordinate system x01; x02, and

x03 ¼ x3 are ½1�10�, [110], and [001] directions, respectively.

The transformed elastic constants c0ij for the transformed coor-

dinate system are c011 ¼ c022 ¼ 155:7 GPa; c012 ¼ 21:5 GPa,

and c066 ¼ 40:3 GPa. The magnitude of the Burgers vector is

similar for all the dislocations, a=
ffiffiffi
2
p

, where a is the lattice pa-

rameter 0.5689 nm. The anisotropic theory describes the dis-

placement of the edge dislocations with Burgers vector
~b ¼ ðbx; by; 0Þ20 as
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Figure 2(a) shows a DF image of the top of a Ge crystal

under ~g ¼ ð2�20Þ diffraction condition. The analysis of the

dislocations shows that the majority of the dislocations are

60� TDs with ~b ¼ 1
2
h110i lying on {111} planes. Since the

{111} planes are inclined 54.73� from the {001} planes,

these dislocations are ending at the sidewalls of the crystals.

TDs along the [001] line direction (black arrows in Figure

2(a)) have been also observed in the Ge crystals with ~b
¼ 1

2
1�10�
	

and ~b ¼ ½001�. They have edge and screw charac-

ter, respectively. The density of the edge TDs is much higher

than that of the screw TDs (up to 9:1). These edge TDs end

at the top surface or bend to the sidewalls in the Ge crystals.

They are created by a change of direction of a dislocation

loop or by 60� TD, as shown in Figure 2(b), where the

dislocations 1 and 2 are edge TDs with ~b ¼ 1
2

1�10�
	

.

Dislocations 3 and 4 from Figure 2(b), with ~b ¼ 1
2

101�½ (3)

and ~b ¼ 1
2

01�1�
	

(4), cannot interact with each other and form

the TD1 because there is no reduction of energy

(1
2
½101� þ 1

2
½01�1� ! ½110�; a2 ! 2a2). Therefore, one of the

dislocations appears to change direction and form the edge

TDs (1). For the TD2, the dislocation loop (5) changes direc-

tion whereby TD2 is formed. TD2 and TD5 have both the

same ~b ¼ 1
2

1�10�
	

. The reason for their formation and the

impact on the physical properties of the Ge pillars are subject

of future investigations.

The TDs along the [001] line direction are also analyzed

by HAADF-STEM in the [001] zone axis. Figures 3 and 4

show HRSTEM images of two types of edge TDs.

According to our observations, these dislocations are com-

posed of two edge TDs and not just one as inferred from the

cross sectional analysis above. The distance between them

(0.5–1.5 nm) is too small to be identified by the conventional

FIG. 1. SEM image of the 8 lm tall Ge crystals on top of 5� 5 lm2 Si pillars.

FIG. 2. Cross-sectional DF images of a Ge pillar under ~g ¼ ð2�20Þ diffrac-

tion condition: (a) top of a Ge pillar showing edge TDs (black arrows) and

(b) formation of the edge TDS.
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dislocation analysis. These kind of dislocations are always

present in the Ge crystals as two parallel edge TDs (indicated

as DI and DII in Figs. 3(a) and 4(b)) with the same (Bjj) or

perpendicular (B?) Burgers vector ~b ¼ 1
2
h110i and the same

magnitude. Figure 3(d) shows the Moire pattern extracted

from the red area outlined in Fig. 3(a) and obtained using the

ð2�20Þ reflection from the type Bjj dislocations. The half

planes are located at ð2�20Þ planes separated by 0.62 nm and

they lie in parallel (220) slip planes with a separation of

0.4 nm (Fig. 3(c)). Figure 3(b) shows the Burgers circuit

around the TDs according to the convention start-finish;20

the vector for closing the circuit is ~b ¼ 1
2

1�10�
	

for both dislo-

cations confirming the ~g:~b ¼ 0 analysis. In order to deter-

mine the behavior of the dislocations, the interaction force

between them was examined. Thus, the interaction of two

dislocations lying in different slip planes (Figure 3(c)) with

the same Burgers vector is given by the component force (F)

along the x direction (Fx ¼ Gb2

2pð1��Þ
xðx2�y2Þ

x2þy2 )21 in the isotropic

theory. The behavior of the dislocations is given by the vari-

ation of Fx with x, which reveals a repulsive nature since the

Fx is negative in the range of x between �0.4< 0.65<1
(�y< x<1).21 With the identification of the two parallel

TDs, we can conclude that both 60� TDs 3 and 4 from Figure

2(b) change direction forming the parallel edge TDs (Bjj)
with the same ~b ¼ 1

2
1�10�
	

.

Figure 4(a) shows a HRSTEM image of the parallel

edge TDs of the type B?. The Moire patterns obtained using

the ð2�20Þ and (220) reflections are shown in Figures 4(b) and

4(c). They correspond to the areas marked in red in Figure

4(a). The half planes from the two dislocations are located in

perpendicular planes. The Burgers circuit of the two parallel

dislocations is shown in Figure 4(d) resulting in ~b ¼ 1
2

110�½
and ~b ¼ 1

2
1�10�
	

. The ~g:~b ¼ 0 analysis results in only

~b ¼ 1
2

1�10�
	

, because the dislocation with ~b ¼ 1
2

110�½ lies on

a (220) plane which is perpendicular to ð2�20Þ and out of con-

trast. These dislocations cannot interact with each other because

there is no energy reduction (1
2

1�10� þ 1
2

110� ! ½100�½
	

,

a2¼ a2).

In order to obtain the strain field interaction between

the two different systems of parallel dislocations (Figs. 3(a)

and 4(a)), strain analysis by the GPA method was applied to

the experimental HRSTEM images (Fig. 5). The phase

images used for the strain analysis were obtained by select-

ing the (220) and ð2�20Þ reflections from the power spectrum.

Figures 5(a) and 5(c) show the images of the experimental

exx and exy strain fields from the Bjj and B? TDs, respec-

tively. The color scale indicates that the strain ranges from

�20% to 20%. The largest strain is found close to the core,

while the strain decays with the distance from the core. The

strain fields show that in the core of the TDs the compressive

region has negative values due to the extra half plane,

whereas positive values are in the tensile region. Two paral-

lel dislocations with the same Burgers vectors in the same

plane will repel each other due to the same negative or posi-

tive regions; the same happens when the dislocations are in

different parallel slip planes. According to the configuration

FIG. 3. Parallel edge TDs with the Burgers vector ~b ¼ 1
2
h1�10i: (a) Plan-

view HAADF-STEM image, (b) Burgers circuit around the dislocations, (c)

scheme of the dislocation geometry (x and y), and (d) Moire pattern using

the ð2�20Þ reflection.

FIG. 4. Parallel edge TDs with perpendicular Burgers vector ~b ¼ 1
2
h110i:

(a) Plan-view HAADF-STEM image, (b) and (c) Moire patterns using the

ð2�20Þ and (220) reflections, (d) Burgers circuit around the TDs, and (e)

scheme of the dislocation geometry (x and y).

FIG. 5. Strain fields of the two dislocation systems (with Bk and B?):

(a) experimental exx from Bk, (b) simulated exx from Bk, (c) experimental exy

from B?, and (d) simulated exy from B?.
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of the Bjj dislocations in Fig. 5(a), the tensile region from

DII is attracted by the compressive region of DI resulting in

a partial annihilation of the strain fields. This means that the

tensile region is smaller in DII than in DI and the compres-

sive region of DI is smaller than in DII. Therefore, the strain

field of DII is affected by the strain field of DI. The behavior

of the parallel TDs with B? is different from that of Bjj.
According to the configuration of B?, the strain fields inter-

act more strongly reducing the compressive and tensile

regions as can be observed in Figure 5(c). The tensile region

of DI is attracted by the compressive region of DII resulting

in a partial annihilation of the strain field in this area, and the

compressive region of DII is repelled by the compressive

region of DI.

Strain maps were calculated using the anisotropic elastic

theory (Figure 5(b) and 5(d)), where the strain field was cal-

culated by the numerical differentiation of the displacements

ux and uy (exx ¼ ð@ux

@x Þ; exy ¼ 1
2
ð@ux

@y þ
@uy

@x Þ). For the Bjj disloca-

tion system, the strain fields show a butterfly shape, which

match well with the experimental one. For the B? TDs, the

simulated image has an excellent fit with the experimental

one, showing negatives values of the interaction force

also in this case. Therefore, the anisotropic elastic theory

for straight dislocations fits very well to the two types of

parallel dislocations. Often, the Peierls-Nabarrow model is

used to describe the strain field of the core of dislocations

and yields a good match between experiments and simula-

tions. In our case, it is not possible to use the Peierls-

Nabarrow model because it is a one dimension model

(with the displacement along the x1 direction). The B?
dislocation system consists of two parallel dislocations

with perpendicular Burgers vectors with displacements

along x and y; therefore, a two dimension model is

needed.

In summary, the edge TDs are created by a change of

direction of 60� or dislocation loops. They consists of two

closely spaced parallel dislocations with either equivalent or

perpendicular Burgers vector ~b ¼ 1
2
h110i. Our observations

show that partial annihilation of the strain fields takes place

for both dislocations systems. The simulation of the strain

fields using the anisotropic elastic theory confirms the exper-

imental results.
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